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Established by law in 1973, ISFOL finds its original mission as a public
agency aimed at supporting the earliest phase of administrative
devolution in matter of vocational training.
Recognized (1999) as national research institute, it is regulated under the
Statute approved by the Presidency of the Ministries’ Council (2003)
which strengthens ISFOL traditional role in the fields of training,
labour and social policies in order to contribute to the growth of
employment, the improvement of human resources, social inclusion
and local development within a European and international
perspective.
Starting from the 80s second half, ISFOL provides scientific consultancy
and technical assistance to the Ministry of Labour as regards human
resource-centred Community strategies.
In particular, support is given to the System Actions of the European
Social Fund (ESF) through the definition of methodologies, tools and
experimentations aimed at supporting the planning, the monitoring
and the dissemination of the co-financed actions.
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ISFOL conducts and promotes activities of study, research,
experimentation, documentation, information and evaluation,
consultancy and technical assistance over two macro areas:
 labour market and social policies;
 training policies and systems.
All the above mentioned activities carried out by ISFOL over the
considered period have generated a relevant corpus of
expertise and knowledge which has been valorised and
disseminated through a wide production in terms of
documentation and scientific publications entailing traditional
and multimedia channels of diffusion.
Information, documentation and dissemination, in particular, are
the specific tasks assigned by ISFOL to its own
Specialised Documentation Centre (SDC).
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We all agree on how important is delivering documentation and
disseminating information about research outcomes, both towards the
scientific community of reference and toward the great public, in order to
improve knowledge, promote further research and stimulate a constant
debate over the matters dealt.
These issues become more and more relevant when research is publicfunding made: in this case transparence and visibility to outcomes
(beyond any obligation to respect specific rules given at Eu level)
represent social and ethic committment.
THIS IS THE CASE OF ISFOL
The Guide we are going to show perfectly fits in with the policy of visibility
and transparency constantly pursued by our Institute.
RESEARCH OUTCOMES:
the need of giving them the widest visibility and diffusion as the basic
reason for an “hypertextual guide”.
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GENERAL OBJECTIVES:
VALORISATION AND DISSEMINATION OF RESEARCH OUTCOMES
achieved by the Institute with reference to all activities carried out within the
implementation of the Structural Funds planning for 2000-2006, specifically the
System Actions included under the European Social Fund.

A
has collected the foremost results of its research activities publishing two main book
series*:
● Temi e strumenti (Topics and tools);
● I libri del FSE (The books of the ESF)
The two series have been collected in the guide under the form of the e-books: in
fact, their FULL TEXT version is available into PDF
* We can consider all these publications as a sort of hybrids, half way between conventional
publications and grey literature.
In fact, formal features (a traditional layout makes them as conventional books…) coexist with
"gray" features (for instance, the fact of being not in commerce).
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STRUCTURE
OF THE GUIDE

HOME PAGE
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Once entered the home page, the function “consult” directly allows
access to the
Biblioteca Digitale
(banner on the left portion of the screen )

This Digital Library is the repository containing all the e-books;
their retrieval is possible by different research/browsing channels:







Series
Title
Author / Editor
Theme
Key-word
Type of research

The above mentioned elements compete to structure a descriptive record
for each e-book
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HOW TO SEARCH
Searching by Series, Titles, Author/Editor
allows sequential browsing through alphabetically ordered lists of
publications.
Searching by Theme, Type of research and Key-word, instead, allows for a
transversal, semantic-based reading of the e-books:
the Theme is related to the System Actions of reference (within which a
publication has been funded);

the Type of research is a categorisation resulting from a formal analysis
of the publication (for instance, monitoring report, sample survey,…);
 the Key-words corresponds to the descriptors used by ISFOL
Specialised Documentation Centre (SDC) for indexing the
documentation produced by the Institute.


Furthermore, each e-book has attached a brief description that provides
indications to the users for further searching pathways.
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As regards in particular the categorization under the ESF System Actions, easyto-read diagrams and statistics are provided in order to have the measure of
the themes dealt in publications, moreover highlighting those themes that
have produced the highest number of researches.
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Labour market and Employment services
Social policies
T raining systems
Local development and regional governance
Accompanying measures
ESF evaluation
VET Statistics
ESF communication
Other (EU Programmes and Initiatives, Specific projects assigned
by the M inistry of Labour, etc.)
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A

As shown in the preceding diagram, the item “Other…” points out that
documentation produced under the ESF represents only a portion – even
though considerable - of the Institutional production.
on the entire corpus of ISFOL publications (monographic, serial and periodical,
preprints, newsletter and electronic publishing) of whom bibliographical
notations are given together with respective abstract.
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IN CONCLUSION…
The Guide’s main purpose is to disseminate ISFOL research outcomes:
 to the widest public
 through a user friendly tool
We are currently distributing the Guide by different channels
(directly through our Documentation Centre, but also within Fairs,
Exibitions, Events…) asking people to send us their feedback on the
Guide usefulness and effectiveness.
Relying on positive feedback, we are open to accept any suggestion and
opinion in order to improve such kind of tool, for future applications
and developments.
THANKS FOR YOUR ATTENTION!
Chiara Carlucci, Monia De Angelis, Silvia Mussolin
ISFOL CDS – Via Lancisi, 29 – 00161 Roma (Italy)
Tel.: +39.06.44590634; fax: +39.06.44590639
E-mail to: cds.frontdesk@isfol.it
Web site: www.isfol.it
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